Spatiotemporal variations in the summer hypoxia in the Bohai Sea (China) and controlling mechanisms.
Based on field observations in the summer of 2006 and long-term series data, this paper investigates the spatiotemporal variations of hypoxia and associated physical-biogeochemical driving mechanisms in the Bohai Sea (BS), China. Results show that the benthic hypoxic zone is mainly distributed in the "V"-shaped trough region in the western BS, and it tends to form two hypoxic centers which generally correspond to the bottom cold-water core. The regional difference in the intensity of stratification has a significant impact on the spatial distribution of hypoxia. The relatively weak stratification and the mesoscale anticyclonic eddy in the central shoal of the BS weaken the connectivity between the southern and northern hypoxic zones. Organic matter decomposition contributes to hypoxia and results in corresponding nutrient pool with a "dual (southern and northern)-core" structure. Intensified eutrophication is the main drive for decreasing in bottom dissolved oxygen and expansion of hypoxic zone in the BS.